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Are you having trouble understanding all the abbreviations these days when it comes to texting?
Do your children send you messages that you need a dictionary to help you figure out?Text
messages have progressed extremely far. It is almost like a brand new language, so there is no
shame not understanding a lot of those acronyms and abbreviations. The good news for you is, I
am just young enough to understand everything, and just old enough to convey it all in a
fantastic book for you all to read and keep. I know it can be a struggle, and kind of annoying
having to constantly ask what a certain word means.What you'll learn inside:- Why texting has
become so difficult- Different acronyms and their meanings- Different abbreviations and their
meanings- A great pocket resource that can help you understand even the most coded text
message- And much, MUCH more!So what are you waiting for?Scroll up and BUY NOW!

From the Inside FlapThe father of the data warehouse incorporates the latest technologies into
his blueprint for integrated decision support systemsHaving invented the corporate information
factory (CIF) to help IT and database managers cut through the jungle of information
technologies out there, bestselling author Bill Inmon again teams up with experts Claudia Imhoff
and Ryan Sousa to show you how to integrate all key components of the modern information
system architecture in a way that meets your evolving business needs.You'll get clear
explanations on how to integrate the enterprise data warehouse with a host of new technologies
and solutions that have emerged since this groundbreaking work was first published in 1998.
You'll also discover how to leverage these technologies to ensure broad access to information
for end users, while reducing costs and improving scalability across the enterprise. Ultimately,
you'll learn to design, build, and implement a company-wide information ecosystem that:*
Integrates with legacy systems and the Web* Leverages third-party ERP, CRM, and eBusiness
applications* Exploits the latest in data exploration and mining technologies* Takes advantage
of low-cost alternative storage* Scales across the enterprise through the use of data marts and
operational data stores* Accommodates the use of multiple data warehouses* Can start small
and grow incrementallyFrom the Back CoverThe father of the data warehouse incorporates the
latest technologies into his blueprint for integrated decision support systemsHaving invented the
corporate information factory (CIF) to help IT and database managers cut through the jungle of
information technologies out there, bestselling author Bill Inmon again teams up with experts
Claudia Imhoff and Ryan Sousa to show you how to integrate all key components of the modern
information system architecture in a way that meets your evolving business needs.You'll get
clear explanations on how to integrate the enterprise data warehouse with a host of new
technologies and solutions that have emerged since this groundbreaking work was first
published in 1998. You'll also discover how to leverage these technologies to ensure broad



access to information for end users, while reducing costs and improving scalability across the
enterprise. Ultimately, you'll learn to design, build, and implement a company-wide information
ecosystem that:* Integrates with legacy systems and the Web* Leverages third-party ERP, CRM,
and eBusiness applications* Exploits the latest in data exploration and mining technologies*
Takes advantage of low-cost alternative storage* Scales across the enterprise through the use
of data marts and operational data stores* Accommodates the use of multiple data warehouses*
Can start small and grow incrementallyAbout the AuthorW. H. INMON, the acknowledged "father
of data warehousing," is a partner in www.billinmon.com, a Web site for the corporate
information factory and modern systems architecture. He has written over 40 books on
databases, database management, and data warehouse technology, including the recently
published Exploration Warehousing (Wiley). Inmon is also a frequent speaker at leading industry
conferences and contributes to DM Review.CLAUDIA IMHOFF, PhD, is a Senior Vice President
of Braun Consulting and a popular speaker for national and international events on the corporate
information factory. Dr. Imhoff has coauthored three books dealing with different aspects of the
corporate information factory, including Building the Customer-Centric Enterprise (Wiley), and is
a columnist for business and technology magazines.RYAN SOUSA has extensive experience
implementing large customer relationship management solutions using the corporate
information factory. He is coauthor of Data Warehouse Performance (Wiley) and can be
contacted at rwsousa@earthlink.net.Read more
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Robert W. Garcia, “Five Stars. Well done.”

The book by W. H. Inmon has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 5 people have provided feedback.
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